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To Whom It May Concern 

 

 

 

Re: Reference  for Thermosash Commercial Limited  

 

Thermosash has successfully carried out complex and high performing façade manufacture 

and installation for the University of Auckland for several years. In all cases the product has 

proved durable and performed as required.  I have personally worked with David Hayes, CEO, 

and his staff since 2005 with the first project being the University of Auckland Owen G Glenn 

Building constructed for the Faculty of Business and Economics between the period of 2004 

and 2007. The facades on this building are extremely bespoke and complex and Thermosash 

worked diligently with the designers and contractor to achieve an excellent result. 

 

Other buildings that Thermosash have been engaged on during my tenure have included 

Building 505 (Boyle Building) as part of the redevelopment of the Grafton Faculty of Medicine 

and Health Sciences; the Thomas Building (B110N) with Mainzeal; the new Science Building 

B302; the Faculty of Engineering Building B405 and Park Avenue Building B507 on the Grafton 

medical campus, both currently underway. 

 

The University has selected Thermosash as a preferred facades designer and provider and 

has worked with them from the preliminary stages of each project to achieve the high quality 

of design and construction that the University prides itself on in all its building projects. We 

have found that the collaborative working between ourselves, consultants and other 

subcontractors has greatly enhanced the design process, with Thermosash input being critical 

to achieving the desired outcomes. Likewise Thermosash’s manufacturing, production and 

site teams have generally assisted in ensuring that our large and complex buildings are 

completed on time and within budget.  

 

I have no hesitation in recommending Thermosash for high quality facade work of a nature 

similar to that which they have performed for the University of Auckland over many years. 
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